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The MoNA collaboration studies properties of light neutron-
rich nuclei near the dripline. We use the Modular Neutron 
Array (MoNA) consisting of plastic scintillator detectors to 
measure neutrons arising from decay of unbound states.

Dark scattering in our detectors deflects the neutron 
trajectories without record of the scatter, which decreases the 
energy and momentum resolution for the neutrons.  

Collimator-scattered neutrons 
(we call them “halo” neutrons) 
enter the room in a broad cone-
like shape and illuminate the 
entire back wall of the array.  

Right: Angular distribution of 
neutrons in the back wall, where 
target-out data (red) needs to be 
appropriately scaled and 
subtracted from target in data 
(blue) to form the net scattering 
plots shown below.  
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Neutrons that scatter 
elastically from C nuclei don’t 
leave enough light in the 
detector to produce a signal 
(hence the name dark 
scattering)

To the right is a plot 
of scattering angle for 
collimator-scattered 
neutrons in the back 
wall detectors for 
different energies.

LANL III Experiment at LANSCE, Los 
Alamos:
● Uses two B8 Open-Design diamond 
detectors as targets

● Made of synthetic diamond (sCVD)
● Only carbon scattering – no hydrogen

● Diamond detectors have sensitivity to 
smaller signals than scintillator, so we 
hope to see light produced by dark-
scattered carbon nuclei.  
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Muon multiplicity 1 signals in the array can be subtacted by 
sampling data during the beam-off portions of the pulsed 
beam.  

Wrap around neutrons (low energy neutrons arriving from 
the previous beam pulse)can be subtracted by the low light 
they produce in the detectors.

● Collimator scattered neutrons were the most challenging 
source of background to remove.

● Dark scatter events appear in the DAQ as mulitiplicity 1 
since the first of the two scatters produces no signal

3 Major sources of background that also produce multiplicity 1 
events are muons, wrap around neutrons, and collimator-
scattered neutrons

● They form a major source of 
background for dark-scatter 
observations

● Most difficult source of background 
to subtract because the intensity of 
these neutrons is very large 
compared with dark-scatter 
probabilities.  

● We used target-out runs (see 
schematic to the right) to measure 
the distribution of scattered neutrons 
in the back wall detectors.  

● The contribution of scattered 
neutrons is large compared to dark-
scatter events, and this increases 
with with increasing neutron energy.

Normalization/Scaling:
● Run data is collected with the target bar in, while 
measurement of the collimator-scattered neutron distribution is 
collected with the target bar removed.  

● Therefore in order to properly subtract contribution from 
scattered neutrons, spectra for both data runs and scattered 
neutron background need to be scaled appropriately before 
subtraction. 

● While there is no perfect way to scale the spectra for 
background subtract (because runs are taken with different 
detctor configurations), we scale according to “live time.”

● Notice that at 60 MeV, around 
60% of target-in data is 
produced by collimator-
scattered neutrons, and at 100 
MeV background constitues 
more than 95 % of all counts.

Angular Distribution at 60 MeV

Angular Distribution for 100 MeV 
neutrons
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“Bird’s Eye View of “Halo” Neutrons in Array

To test neutron dark scattering in our detectors, we performed 
experiments at the LANSCE facility at Los Alamos using the 
spallation neutron beam and 16 MoNA bars arranged in a 
target bar in front of staircase configuration.  

Intensity distribution for 
collimator-scattred 
neutrons in the back wall 
detectors 

Schematic showing 
configuration for target-
out runs

Angular Distribution for 60 MeV 
neutrons

● This makes background 
subtraction for higher 
energy neutrons very 
challenging. 

● Right: preliminary dark-
scatter angular distribution 
after background 
subtraction.  
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